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Data visualization has a rich 
and exciting history.	

	

The pioneers, DATA 
ROCKSTARS in their day, 
developed new ways of 
showing data.	


http://cirdis.stat.unipg.it/files/Sperimentazione/img/Perozzo1.jpg	




What are the most important lessons we can apply to what 
we do today?	


http://cartographia.wordpress.com/2008/06/09/minards-map-of-british-coal-exports/	




These are the lessons we’re going to look at:	


1    Visualizations help people understand the data	


2    Talk about your work with others	


3    Use a pencil	


4    Be creative	


5    Let Big Data inspire you	




there’s a link to a list of all the images and 
charts used in this slide deck at the end. 	


Ps:	




	  
	  1	


Visualizations help people 
understand their data.	


https://archive.org/details/mortalityofbriti00lond	




Florence Nightingale is most famous for being the 	

Lady of the Lamp during the Crimean War (1853-56).	




Conditions in the field hospitals were atrocious and she 
did whatever she could to improve care for sick and 
injured soldiers.	




But she was also a	
 DATA ROCKSTAR	


http://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2010/aug/13/florence-nightingale-graphics#zoomed-picture	




“Diagrams are of great utility 
for illustrating certain 
quantities of vital statistics by 
conveying ideas on the 
subject through the eye, which 
cannot be so readily grasped 
when contained in figures.”	


Page 1, “Mortality of the British Army”, 
1858	




This chart shows how soldiers died over 2 years in the 
war (the blue represents curable diseases).	


https://archive.org/details/mortalityofbriti00lond	




After the war, she was commissioned by the British 
Government to write a report on the causes of deaths of 
soldiers in the war. 	

	  



The report was co-authored 
by William Farr,  a pioneer of 
medical statistics. 	

	

He also helped compile 
statistics for John Snow’s 
Cholera map.	




But Farr did not want charts in the report. 	

His approach to reports was “the dryer the better”. 	


https://archive.org/details/mortalityofbriti00lond	




She included these charts. 	

They had a great impact and led to legislative change.	


https://archive.org/details/mortalityofbriti00lond 
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http://www.william-hogarth.com/hogarth	


Talk about your work 
with others.	




Coffeehouses sprang up in the 17th and 18th centuries. They 
became places for people to share ideas and inspiration.	




Joseph Priestley and William Playfair took inspiration from their 
coffeehouse conversations.	




Out of those conversations came standardized x-axes, line 
charts, bar charts and more.	




Beyond drinking coffee, 	


what else can we do 	

in the 21st century?	




Go to conferences!	

Meeting other like-minded people will inspire you, too.	




Go to user groups and meetups. 	

Smaller and more intimate, these are places to share projects, 
ideas and techniques.	




Get active on social networks. 	

On blogs, Twitter, Facebook and other social networks, there is 
an active conversation happening right now.	




	  
	  3	
 Use a pencil.	




A New Chart of History, Joseph Priestley,  1769	


Joseph Priestley, drew this by hand in the 18th century. Every 
mark, every label was carefully considered.  Would he have 
done a better job with modern tools?	


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Priestley	




Would you design something like this if you’d started with 
pen and paper?	




Hand-drawing charts focuses the mind on the presentation 
and design.  	


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Priestley	




Even today, prototyping makes you consider both design 
and usability up front.	


http://tabsoft.co/WhoWonTheBigGame	


You become more 
aware of the 
relevance of clear, 
concise marks and 
the folly of over-
elaborate designs.	

	  



http://tabsoft.co/WhoWonTheBigGame	


This dashboard works better because it was designed, not 
thrown together.	
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 Get creative.	


http://blog.dhpp.org/2010/12/visualizing-chronolgy.html	




Jacques Barbeu-Dubourg was one of the first to create a 
uniform time line chart in his Chronographie 
Universelle in 1753. 	


http://blog.dhpp.org/2010/12/visualizing-chronolgy.html	




Unfortunately, it was 54 feet long!	


http://blog.dhpp.org/2010/12/visualizing-chronolgy.html	




How could he make it viewable?	


http://blog.dhpp.org/2010/12/visualizing-chronolgy.html	




His solution? Simple: build a mechanical scroller to show 
one section at a time.	


http://blog.dhpp.org/2010/12/visualizing-chronolgy.html	




Innovations like this continue into the 21st century. For 
example, Stephen Few’s bullet charts and Tufte’s Sparklines 
are widely used.	




Play around with your visualization tools. Be creative. You 
too may discover a beautiful, effective, new way of 
answering questions.	




	  
	  5	
 Let Big Data inspire you.	


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Priestley	




Joseph Priestley’s Chart of Biography (1765) shows the 
lifespans of 2,000 famous people over 3,000 years.	


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Priestley	




Each mark shows the lifespan of a famous person.	




He painstakingly collected, cleaned and analysed 2,000 names. 
Data collection, quality and storage were issues then, too!	


	  



“Laborious and tedious as 
the compilation of this work 
has been… a variety of 
views were continually 
opening upon me during the 
execution of it.”	


Joseph Priestley, “A Description 
of the Chart of Biography”	




We’ve always had more 
data than we know how 	

to use.	

 	

Enjoy the new challenges 
and invest in the tools to 
cope with today’s volumes. 	




What are the 5 most influential 
visualizations of all time?	


Want to know more?	


1 Read about how to design great 
visualizations here	


2

3 See a list of all the images and charts 
used in this slide deck.	


http://www.tableau.com/whitepapers/designing-great-visualizations
http://www.tableau.com/asset/5-most-influential-visualizations?cid=70160000000Z1G5&ls=Advertisement&lsd=Twitter%20-%20Advertisement%20-%20Industry%20Keywords%20-%205%20Most%20Influential%20Viz&adgroup=&kw=&adused=&distribution=Twitter
http://gravyanecdote.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/5-lessons-from-historys-early-data-rockstars-resource-list.pdf


+	  

Tableau Software (NYSE: DATA) helps 
anyone visualize and share information. 
Built for everyday people who just need 
answers from their data. Find out why 
everyone is falling in love with Tableau 
by downloading a trial today. 	


FREE 14 DAY TRIAL	


About Tableau Software	

www.tableau.com	  

http://www.tableau.com/products/trial
http://www.tableau.com/



